Today my class _________ to the zoo. We got to ________ on a big, yellow bus. When we got to the zoo the teacher said, “You must be _________ and follow the rules.” We said, “_______! We will be good!”

My favorite animal was the polar bear. His fur was _________ . He swam in the water and _________ up close to us. He even _________ some tricks with a ball!

Then the zoo keeper fed him four fish. He _________ all _________ fish. _______ was hungry!

At the end of the day we got back _________ the bus to go home. I had fun at the zoo! I _________ to go back to the zoo again sometime.
Today my class went to the zoo. We got to ride on a big, yellow bus. When we got to the zoo the teacher said, “You must be good and follow the rules.” We said, “Yes! We will be good!”

My favorite animal was the polar bear. His fur was white. He swam in the water and came up close to us. He even did some tricks with a ball! Then the zoo keeper fed him four fish. He ate all four fish. He was hungry!

At the end of the day we got back into the bus to go home. I had fun at the zoo! I want to go back to the zoo again sometime.